Estimates of the prevalence of aggression among individuals with intellectual disability, including those with mild or borderline intellectual disability (MBID), have reported that as many as 20% may engage in some form of aggression (Davies & Oliver, 2013; Lundqvist, 2013). Verbal and physical aggression are the most frequently reported typologies and are the leading cause for treatment referral in this population (Crotty, Doody, & Lyons, 2014). Both severe physical aggression that may result in bodily injury as well as milder forms of aggression (verbal threats) have the potential to adversely affect the individual with MBID, their family and support staff by leading to isolation, stigmatisation, resource drain and mental health sequelae (Hensel, Lunsky, & Dewa, 2014; Woods & Ashley, 2007). Given the prevalence and range of adverse consequences associated with aggression, it is not surprising that a great deal of research has focused on the cause and treatment of aggression in people with MBID (e.g., Brosnan & Healy, 2011; Larkin, Jahoda, & MacMahon, 2013).

One potential factor suggested to contribute to the increased risk of aggressive behaviour in people with MBID involves deficient anger regulation or limited anger management skills. In the absence of the ability to sufficiently regulate one’s own emotional response, relatively benign environmental stimuli may produce disproportional emotional arousal (i.e., undue anger) that may ultimately manifest in acts of aggression (Novaco, 1994; Taylor & Novaco, 2005). Successful anger regulation is hypothesised to require: (a) awareness of the social situations that may evoke the emotional state of “anger”; (b) the ability to identify body signals indicating a building anger (Mehling et al., 2012); and (c) a repertoire of coping skills to effectively and adaptively control anger and calm one’s self before acts of aggression occur (Gratz & Roemer, 2004). This approach is similar to the Social Information Processing Model (see Larkin et al., 2013) focusing in particular on the arousal, physiological reactions or body signals related to anger in a given social situation.

Based on this model, treatment procedures for reducing aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID have focused on improving anger regulation and teaching coping skills (see, e.g., Didden et al., 2016). Three specific types of coping skills have been considered, including: (a) physiological coping skills (e.g., relaxation...
or breathing exercises); (b) behavioural or socially-mediated coping skills (e.g., seeking help); and (c) cognitive coping skills (e.g., problem-solving). For people without intellectual disability, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) techniques have been demonstrated to be effective at improving these abilities. Systematic reviews have concluded that there is some evidence supporting the effectiveness of CBT in treating anger or aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID but note that many studies have methodological shortcomings (Ali, Hall, Blickwedel, & Hassiotis, 2015; Hamelin, Travis, & Sturme, 2013; Nicoll, Beail, & Saxon, 2013; Vereenooghe & Langdon, 2013). For individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities, it has been suggested that the behavioural components of CBT (e.g., role play, prompting and reinforcing specific target behaviours) may contribute more to CBT’s effectiveness than components focused on correcting faulty cognitive processes due to deficits in communication, abstract thinking and other skills associated with those diagnoses (Didden et al., 2016; Hamelin et al., 2013; Lang, Regester, Lauderdale, Ashbaugh, & Haring, 2010; Nicoll et al., 2013). However, it remains difficult to establish the effectiveness of each separate component of CBT in the existing literature (Bhaumik, Gangadharan, Hiremath, & Russell, 2011). Therefore, for individuals with MBID and verbal or cognitive abilities that might constrain effective CBT, add-on approaches to target arousal reduction in a less verbal manner could be considered.

PMT can be used as a complementary treatment for individuals with psychological or behavioural problems, in which a continuum of body-oriented techniques, such as Progressive Relaxation and deep breathing, to movement-oriented techniques, derived from sports and exercises, are allocated (Boerhout, van Busschbach, Wiersma, & Hoek, 2013; Probst, Knapen, Poot, & Vancampfort, 2010). These mainly non-verbal exercises are often guided by psychomotor therapists. Although PMT integrates a variety of approaches it emphasises awareness of bodily responses over awareness of emotion (Boerhout et al., 2013; Kay et al., 2016). The aim is to offer a context for participants to increase their interoceptive awareness (i.e., the ability to recognise differences in body signals). Within this therapeutic environment, participants are encouraged to practice with different forms of behaviour to help reduce excessive anger arousal and thereby preclude attempt to using aggression. In this way, CBT techniques and insight are given an extra context in which experiences and training with new forms of behaviour are part of the therapy sessions. Actively evoking here-and-now experiences is a basic principle in PMT (Boerhout et al., 2013; van der Maas et al., 2015; Röhricht, 2009; Zwets et al., 2016). PMT emphasises interoceptive awareness (being aware of changes in body signals) as opposed to placing emphasis awareness of the emotion of anger in an effort to enable individuals with MBID to reflect on the relationship between experiences and feelings (Kay et al., 2016).

Although the effects of PMT or specific body-oriented and movement-oriented interventions on the anger and aggression of individuals with MBID have been investigated in a number of studies, we are not aware of any existing review of that corpus of research. The purpose of this systematic review was to inform practitioners on the efficacy and the evidence-base of PMT by summarising and analysing the participants, intervention procedures, outcomes and certainty of evidence (i.e., research rigour) of PMT studies involving the treatment of anger and aggressive behaviour in people with MBID. Second, we aimed to identify directions for future research that may contribute to ongoing efforts to treat aggression and reduce anger in people with MBID.

Method

A systematic analysis was conducted of studies that focused on PMT, namely body-oriented or movement-oriented interventions, to decrease anger or aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID. Studies that met predetermined inclusion criteria were analysed and summarised in terms of: (a) participant characteristics; (b) dependent variables; (c) intervention procedures and dosages; (d) intervention outcomes; and (e) certainty of evidence.

Search procedure

A five-step systematic search procedure was used to identify studies for possible inclusion in this review. First, searches were conducted in five databases: PsychINFO, MEDLINE, CINAHL, ERIC and Web of Science. Search parameters were restricted to only yield peer-reviewed papers written in English that were published between 1980 and 2015. Search terms related to PMT (i.e., “dance and movement therapy”, “PMT”, “psychomotor physiotherapy”, “mind-body intervention”, “movement-oriented therapy”, “body awareness therapy”, “body-oriented therapy”, “body psychotherapy”) as well terms associated with a broader collection of physiological interventions regularly used by
psychomotor therapists (i.e., “exercise”, “physical activity”, “physical training”, “sport therapy”, “running therapy”, “physiotherapy”, “yoga”, “relaxation”, “mindfulness exercise” and “mindfulness-based stress reduction”) were paired with terms related to MBID (i.e., “mild intellectual disability”, “borderline intellectual disability”, “mild learning disability”, “mild mental retardation” and “borderline mental retardation”) and terms related to anger or aggressive behaviour (i.e., “anger”, “aggression” and “aggressive behaviour”). After eliminating duplicates, this combination of search terms across the five electronic databases resulted in 86 potentially eligible studies.

Second, the abstracts (and when necessary, the full texts) of the 86 articles were screened to identify studies that met the inclusion criteria (see inclusion and exclusion criteria). After the application of inclusion criteria, six studies were identified for inclusion. Third, the reference lists of those six studies were reviewed to identify additional studies for possible inclusion, and one additional study was identified for inclusion. Fourth, the surname of the first author of each of the included studies was entered as a search term in the five electronic databases to identify any other potentially eligible studies by the same authors. That process yielded two more studies for inclusion. Finally, in order to identify recent studies that had not yet been entered in databases, hand searches covering January 2015 – November 2015 were completed for the journals that had published two or more of the already included studies. However, no additional studies were identified. Ultimately, a total of nine studies were included as a result of this systematic multi-step search procedure that took place during October 2015 and November 2015.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

Studies were included if they met five inclusion criteria. First, the study had to be written in English. Second, the study had to be published between 1980 and November 2015. Third, the study included at least one participant with MBID (IQ 50–85). Fourth, the study had to focus on primarily a body-oriented or movement-oriented intervention (e.g., not a multicomponent anger management treatment package). And fifth, the study had to be an empirical study which evaluated the effectiveness of a movement-oriented or body-oriented intervention. If studies mentioned more than one procedure with different case studies in one paper, only the relevant cases with the PMT interventions were taken into consideration (e.g., Lindsay, Overend, Allan, Williams, & Black, 1998; Schloss, Smith, Santora, & Bryant, 1989). Previous reviews (e.g., Ali et al., 2015), theoretical papers (e.g., Young, 2012), intervention studies with a cognitive emphasis (e.g., mindfulness as cognitive intervention), and assessment-only studies (e.g., Willner, Brace, & Phillips, 2005) were excluded.

**Data extraction**

Each included study was coded for: (a) participant characteristics, (b) dependent variables, (c) intervention procedures and dosage, (d) intervention outcomes, and (e) certainty of evidence. Participant characteristics included gender, age, level of intellectual disability, comorbidity and a description of the setting where the participant lives. PMT interventions were described in terms of activities used, intervention session duration and frequency, and whether PMT was given in an individual or group format. The intervention’s outcomes effect sizes were calculated as Percentage of Data Points Exceeding the Median (PEM; Ma, 2006); this is the percentage of data from the intervention phase below the median of data during baseline. In some cases, it was possible to calculate the mean PEM for a group of participants within a single-subject study. This was done by first calculating the PEM for each participant individually and then calculating the mean of these percentages. The higher the PEM, the more effective the intervention is in terms of a reduction in aggressive behaviour or anger. If calculating PEM was not possible due to absence of individual information in group designs, the statistical findings as reported by the authors of the studies were summarised. PEM was selected over the percentage of non-overlapping data (PND) because PEM provides an indication of the effect size despite floor and ceiling points and is less sensitive to outliers in baseline compared to PND (Ma, 2006; Parker, Van, nest, & Davis, 2011).

Certainty of evidence (or research rigour) was rated as “inconclusive” or “conclusive” (Millar, Light, & Schlosser, 2006) as a means to provide an overview of the quality of evidence (Schlosser & Sigafous, 2007). This appraisal involved a two-stage process. First, studies lacking an experimental design with a follow-up period were classified as providing inconclusive results and studies with an experimental design (e.g., randomised controlled trial, multiple baseline or reversal design) were identified as having the potential to provide conclusive evidence. Second, experimental studies had to meet four additional standards to be classified as providing conclusive evidence: (a) a convincing demonstration of the intervention effect (PEM > 90% or a statistically significant decrease of anger or aggressive behaviour in group designs); (b) if relevant, there had to be inter-observer agreement above 80%; (c) dependent and independent variables had to be operationally defined; and
a detailed description of the procedure was given to enable replication of the study.

Reliability of search procedures and interrater agreement

To ensure the accuracy of the five step systematic search, the first and fourth author independently proceeded through the multi-step search procedure and made an initial determination whether each study met the inclusion or exclusion criteria. Agreement on whether a study should be included or excluded was 90% (i.e., agreement was obtained on 9 of the 10 studies) with the study of Mullins and Christian (2001) included by one of two reviewers. After discussion between co-authors, the study was excluded because aggressive behaviour was not a target.

After agreement on studies, the first author extracted information to summarise the included studies. The accuracy of these summaries was independently checked by the fifth author, using a checklist that included the summary of the study and five questions regarding summary accuracy. The questions were: (a) Is this an accurate description of the participant(s)?, (b) Is this an accurate description of the focus of the intervention?, (c) Is this an accurate description of the intervention?, (d) Is this an accurate summary of the outcomes?, and (e) is this an accurate description of the certainty of evidence? The fifth author compared the summary with the original study and completed the checklist. If a summary was considered inaccurate, the fifth author edited the summary to improve its accuracy. The resulting summaries were then agreed upon and were used to create Table 1. This procedure was intended to ensure summary accuracy and to provide a measure of interrater agreement on data extraction and analysis. Agreement or disagreement was calculated on 45 items (i.e., five checklist questions x nine studies). In 37 items (82%) agreement was obtained at the first independent rating and final agreement after discussion was 100%.

Results

Table 1 provides an overview of the data extracted from each study.

Participant characteristics

In total, the nine studies presented data on 120 participants, aged 16–58 years. In eight studies, a total of 39 participants received intervention. In the study of Benson, Rice, and Miranti (1986) a range of participants (10–18) was provided and the exact number receiving intervention was not reported. Most participants were male (n = 84, 70%). Calculating mean age was not possible due to the lack of individual age data in several studies (i.e., Benson et al., 1986; McPhail & Chamove, 1989; Singh et al., 2013; To & Chan, 2000). In six studies all of the participants were diagnosed with MBID (n = 46, 38%) (i.e., Lindsay et al., 1998; Singh, Wahler, Adkins, Myers, & Mindfulness Research Group, 2003; Singh et al., 2008, 2011, 2013). In three studies there were also participants with a more severe level of ID included with those with MBID. DSM-IV-TR diagnoses were psychotic disorder NOS (n = 1), bipolar disorder without psychotic features (n = 1), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder NOS and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder – combined type (n = 1), and paraphilia NOS (n = 1). Fifty-four participants (45%) were recruited from vocation training centres with no information about participant residences, 30 (25%) were living in a residential facility, 28 (23%) lived at home or with their parents, and 8 (7%) resided independently with visits from support staff.

Dependent variables

Aggressive behaviour was targeted in six studies involving 62 (52%) participants (i.e., Lindsay et al., 1998; McPhail & Chamove, 1989; Singh et al., 2003, 2008, 2013; To & Chan, 2000). Verbal and physical aggression was measured by direct observation of operationally defined target behaviours in six studies, one study used only self-report and two studies combined observation with self-report. Anger was targeted in one study involving 1 (1%) participant (i.e., Schloss et al., 1989) and anger and aggressive behaviour were both targeted in two studies involving 57 (48%) participants (i.e., Benson et al., 1986; Singh et al., 2011). Anger was measured twice by observation of anger related body signals, of which one study combined it with self-report. One study only used self-reports. In two studies there were more dependent variables mentioned (total disruptive behaviour, motor disruptive behaviour and other disruptive behaviours, McPhail & Chamove, 1989; and incidents, self-control, PRN medication, physical restraints, injuries, social integrated activities and physically integrated activities; Singh et al., 2003).

Description of the intervention

All intervention procedures used in the selected studies involved body-oriented interventions. No movement-oriented interventions were described. Progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) or the abbreviated variant, abbreviated progressive relaxation (APR), was utilised...
in five studies ($n = 76, 63\%$) (i.e., Benson et al., 1986; Lindsay et al., 1998; McPhail & Chamove, 1989; Schloss et al., 1989; To & Chan, 2000). One of these studies combined PMR and systematic desensitisation (Schloss et al., 1989). Benson et al. (1986) compared four procedures: APR, self-instruction, problem-solving and anger management (including relaxation, self-instruction and problem-solving). One study described three individuals with ID, supported living (1), or supported living (9/12), supported living (9/12) individuals with ID. The participants receiving “Soles of the Feet” as intervention ($n = 44, 37\%$) (i.e., Singh et al., 2003, 2008, 2011, 2013). The participants receiving “Soles of the Feet” were asked to think of a situation where anger was experienced after which they were asked to bring their attention to the soles of their feet, while holding on to the feeling of anger. The therapist mentioned anger related body signals (e.g., accelerated breathing). The participant’s attention is shifted as they move their toes and concentrate on feeling the texture of the socks or the pressure of the shoes on the heel. The intent of this calming relaxation exercise is to predicate arousal reduction.

Intervention dosage varied a great deal across studies. Individual sessions ranged in duration from 15 to 90 minutes. Session frequency ranged from twice daily to
once per week and the overall period of time from intervention onset to completion of data collection ranged between 5 days and 27 months. Some studies did not report complete information of intervention dosage (i.e., Lindsay et al., 1998; Schloss et al., 1989; Singh et al., 2008, 2011).

Three studies provided the original or the abbreviated PR-treatment in small groups, ranging from three to nine participants (i.e., Benson et al., 1986; McPhail & Chamove, 1989; To & Chan, 2000). The remainder of studies provided intervention in an individual format involving only one client and therapist at a time.

### Intervention outcomes

In total, seven out of nine studies reported a substantial reduction in aggressive behaviour or anger. Six of eight studies focusing on aggressive behaviour reported a substantial reduction with PEM higher than 90% in three studies (Lindsay et al., 1998; Singh et al., 2003, 2008) and two studies demonstrated significant differences between the intervention group and control group (McPhail & Chamove, 1989; Singh et al., 2013). One study did not yield significant differences between treatment and control group solely focused on aggressive behaviour (To & Chan, 2000). The study by Benson et al. (1986) found a significant effect of PMR and other interventions on aggressive behaviour. Singh et al. (2011) failed at demonstrating a substantial reduction in both anger and aggressive behaviour in their study as PEM on anger was 88% and PEM on aggressive behaviour was 55%. One study focused solely on anger: Schloss et al. (1989) found a convincing reduction on anger (PEM > 90%).

Eight studies collected follow-up data and six of those studies included only individuals with MBID (Lindsay et al., 1998; Schloss et al., 1989; Singh et al., 2003, 2008, 2011, 2013). For the 29 participants with follow-up data, all studies with FU period except for two, the reduction of aggressive behaviour or anger was reported as maintained from three to 24 months. In the study of Singh et al. (2011), the initial positive effect on anger was not maintained at 24 months’ follow-up. Benson et al. (1986) and McPhail and Chamove (1989) included participants with varying levels of ID. The initial reduction in aggressive behaviour was maintained at four to five week follow-up in the study by Benson et al. (1986) but was not maintained at 12 week follow-up in the study by McPhail and Chamove (1989). Follow-up data specific to participants with MBID in those studies could not be disaggregated.

### Certainty of evidence

Most studies used single-subject research designs but that group included studies utilising AB-designs not capable of demonstrating experimental control (Lindsay et al., 1998; Singh et al., 2003). Three studies using multiple baseline designs met the experimental design criterion (Schloss et al., 1989; Singh et al., 2008, 2011). There were also four group designs included. One study had a non-experimental group design, namely a pretest posttest-design (To & Chan, 2000) and the study by Benson et al. (1986) compared four active interventions without a control condition. Two studies were Randomised Clinical Trials (RCT), one with an active control group (McPhail & Chamove, 1989) and one with a waiting list control group (Singh et al., 2013). The certainty of evidence was rated as conclusive for two out of eight reviewed studies on aggressive behaviour (i.e., Singh et al., 2008, 2013) and one out of three reviewed studies on anger (Schloss et al., 1989). Four studies were rated as inconclusive because of a lack of experimental control (Benson et al., 1986; Lindsay et al., 1998; Singh et al., 2003; To & Chan, 2000), although three of these studies suggested an effect of PMT on aggressive behaviour (Benson et al., 1986; Lindsay et al., 1998; Singh et al., 2003). One study was rated inconclusive due to low interrater agreement (McPhail & Chamove, 1989). One study was rated as inconclusive due to non-significant results on aggressive behaviour or anger (Singh et al., 2011).

### Discussion

This systematic review evaluated the effectiveness of body-oriented PMT interventions (no movement-oriented studies met inclusion criteria) for reducing anger and aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID. The PMT body-oriented intervention components, as used in the studies that met the inclusion criteria, include PMR and the meditation procedure "Soles of the Feet". Most studies reported an intervention effect on anger or aggressive behaviour, but these results need to be interpreted with caution due to overall lack of research rigour. For all but three studies certainty of evidence was rated as inconclusive, mostly due to a lack of experimental control. Based on the criteria for identification of empirically supported therapies of Nathan and Gorman (1998), Roth and Fonagy (1996) and Spirito (1999) (as cited in Chambless & Ollendick, 2001) we can conclude that PMT is a promising treatment for anger and aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID. However, the research-base in this area does not yet meet commonly accepted definitions of evidence-based
The absence of movement-oriented intervention components in the corpus of research is surprising given that fitness and exercise-based interventions have been demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of aggressive behaviour in individuals with more severe ID (Ogg-Groenendaal, Hermans, & Claessens, 2014) and individuals with pervasive developmental disabilities (Lang, Koegel, et al., 2010). Future research involving movement-oriented PMT intervention components either in isolation or in combination with body-oriented components may be fruitful.

The mechanism of action posited to underlie body-oriented PMT depends on the reduction of anger or on preventing the emergence of an angry emotional state and on the augmentation of coping skills in order to reduce anger emergence. The assumed mechanisms of action of PMT targeting anger and aggressive behaviour in individuals with MBID therefore involve anger related IA and coping skills. This is in line with the assumption that anger has to be experienced (by anger related IA) and that efficient coping skills should be used in case anger has to be experienced (by anger related IA and coping skills). This is in line with the assumption that anger has to be experienced (by anger related IA) and that efficient coping skills should be used in case anger has to be experienced (by anger related IA). Future research towards identifying more direct and accurate ways to assess anger in people with MBID and then towards elucidation of the mechanism of action for PMT is needed. In the included studies anger was measured by focusing on anger body signals by observation of movements and facial expression (Benson et al., 1986; Schloss et al., 1989) and self-reports (Benson et al., 1986; Singh et al., 2011). In terms of more accurate measurement, physiological correlates of anger, such as increased heart rate or respiration and possibly cortisol levels are worthy of further research consideration. In the existing research, only one study provides information on the awareness of anger-related body signals (e.g., furrowed brows or increased heart rate) in order to recognise anger (Singh et al., 2011). A more thorough understanding of the variables that underlie effective intervention approaches achieved through more accurate measurement of the key constructs could lead to the modification of the intervention (or creation of a novel approach) that is more efficient or effective.

Because certainty of evidence of the majority of studies is rated as inconclusive mostly due to absence of experimental control, this review does not yet support the use of these procedures in contexts where research-based or evidence-based practices are mandated. However, in cases where existing evidence-based practices (e.g., function-based operant interventions) have failed to yield desired outcomes or when research indicates that an individual’s characteristics are not well suited for a treatment approach tailored for a different population (e.g., when CBT is precluded by an individual’s verbal or cognitive deficits), PMT may be considered a potential treatment option (McDonnell et al., 2015; Reynolds & Field, 2013). Because PMT is primarily a non-verbal approach for teaching skills that can be used across environments and social situations it may be best used as a complementary therapy to augment on a neutral point of the body as to down regulate arousal. Future research on the mechanisms of action of PMT is warranted.
other approaches such as CBT and function-based behavioural intervention (Probst et al., 2010). PMT is consistent with previous research suggesting that efforts to reduce aggression in individuals with MBID should aim to teach people self-management skills, functional skills, emotional regulation skills and problem-solving skills (Didden et al., 2016). Future research could aim to evaluate the effect of PMT in individuals with MBID as complementary therapy compared to treatment as usual, similar to the study on aggression regulation in patients with eating disorder (Boerhout, Swart, van Busschbach, & Hoek, 2016) and the study in chronic pain revalidation in individuals without MBID (van der Maas et al., 2015).

This systematic review has several limitations. To minimise bias, multiple databases were searched and hand searches were conducted. Although this search was systematic and involved predefined inclusion criteria, the possibility of publication bias remains.

It has been noted in previous research that studies reporting significant positive results are more likely to be published (Sutton, 2009). Therefore, reviews aimed at identifying evidence-based practices that include only peer-reviewed published studies may also be affected by this publication bias. An effective systematic review or meta-analysis should stimulate replication and extension studies on those interventions (see, e.g., Francis, 2012). Therefore, when a limited number of studies are identified for inclusion in a review, it is unclear whether this is because few researchers have investigated the topic or if there has been substantial research but that the findings of those studies were inconclusive or non-significant. This review identified a larger number of studies focused on body-oriented interventions (particularly progressive relaxation and “Soles of the Feet”) and a lack of articles on movement-oriented interventions. Therefore, it is not possible to determine if (a) movement oriented interventions are rarely used in clinical practice; (b) these interventions are used clinically but no effort is made to study results; or (c) research has been conducted but was not published due to ambiguous or negative results. We conclude that the lack of data on other body- and movement-oriented interventions does not necessarily mean those interventions are ineffective or unworthy of future research.

Two different ways of reporting the effectiveness of the interventions were applied (i.e., significant differences in group studies and PEM in case-studies) and a direct comparison of these results across studies is not possible in light of these differences. However, given that the results from both single-case design and group design studies were similarly mixed and the conclusion reached by the review was conservative (i.e., PMT was not identified as an evidence-based practice), the limitation is minor.

In this review both individuals with mild intellectual disability (IQ 50–69) and borderline intellectual functioning (IQ 70–85) are included. This is in accordance with how treatment is organised in the Netherlands and Belgium. So this review did not itemise these two groups as would the case in, for example, the UK and US. It should be noted that in the present review most participants had a mild intellectual disability (see Table 1).

Despite these limitations, the results of this review provide a note of caution to practitioners interested in PMT and suggests its use be limited to cases that fail to respond to evidence-based interventions or as a supplement to evidence-based intervention packages. Additionally, the findings of this review suggest progressive relaxation and “Soles of the Feet” meditation may have a positive effect but the potential benefit of other body-oriented and movement interventions remains unclear. Future research towards providing a stronger demonstration of benefit (i.e., increased certainty of evidence); better understanding of mechanisms of action; improved measurement approaches for target variables (e.g., anger) and expanding PMT components to include body-movement strategies utilised with other populations appears necessary.
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